This paper investigates how information resources are shared electronically between libraries at the national level in China. It examines the digital library project related issues for both information policy and information-technology. Issues pertaining to information policy include cooperation and collaboration between information service providers, collection development, intellectual property protection, management and administration on the digital library projects, and public information services (user clients). Issues pertaining to information technology include use of UNICODE, metadata, interface standards (Z39Á50) and others. Using a combination of system analysis and program evaluation methods, the current practice of developing a national digital library infrastructure is investigated, issues regarding national information countermeasures toward these digital library projects are studied, and suggestions for developing further nation's countermeasures in the digital library project are presented. Successful and/or failure experience is shared and compared with the US Digital Asia Library (DAL) project.
INTRODUCTION
In 1977, while libraries in China were entering the Digital Age with the advent of electronic information research institutions and companies, a national digital library plan was initiated. The State Plan and Development Committee, a key department of the China State Council, approved the plan. The project experienced four years of feasibility research and one year of pilot program practice, which was called the Chinese Pilot Digital Library. During the trial period, the National Library made 1000 gigabytes of information available on its website www.nlc.gov/cn/etext.htm, which generated 100 million hits in 1999. With over two decades' e¡orts on construction con¢guration, the key national high-tech project. China Digital Library (CDL), is in operation.
The number of union members of CDL has increased from the original 21 to 57 and the number is fast growing, crossing the nation. Institutions participating include major provincial/city libraries, scienti¢c research libraries, special libraries and major information or database providers, such as the National Scienti¢c and Technology Information Center, Beijing Statistical Network, and EIIE database. Digital libraries linked to CDL include the Shanghai City Digital Library and Liaoning Provincial Digital Library, which are major digital libraries established by public libraries in the northern and southeast of China. CDL presently comprises 31 databases specializing in social science and ancient collections, with browsing and search capabilities at its web-site; www.dlibrary.com.cn.
In reviewing the current status of Chinese digital library projects, we see that the formation of the information infrastructure has been focused on electronic devices, and that most important projects were initialized in the mid 1990s. The ¢rst Internet based library services were provided by the Tsinghua University Central Library's Digital Library system in 1995. It originally linked about ¢ve university library OPACs and has since then doubled several times that number.
1 Fifteen basic and feature services provided by this digital library include reference services, inter-library loan, on-line database retrieval and Chinese full-text search services. One major IBM digital library technology project, the Chinese National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC) Digital Library system, has been storing more than 500,000 wells with 640 MB per well of oil exploration and production management data since April 1996. A recently launched digital library, the National Technological Library and Information Centre, aims at meeting the needs of technological information by building a visual centre of technological information including science, engineering, agriculture and medicine.
Issues raised during the creation, maintenance, and use of the digital library services are many. Some of these have been solved while others are still being worked on. Project goals and objectives, project organization, collaboration and co-operation between institutions, resource sharing and collection development, use and implementation of technology, and net environmental policies are key concerns among others. What information £ow barriers does China face in its digital library environment? How can the nation use its political mechanisms to correct information barriers and to speed up the development of digital library projects? What experience do these projects have? Using these questions as probes, this paper explores the Chinese digital library development through two aspects: information policy issues and information technology issues. Through sharing both successes and failures of China's digital library projects, this discussion is expected to provide constructive and helpful suggestions for decision-makers, systems designers, and project administrators, or similar kinds of management teams for the further development of digital library project in China. In turn, the macro model China can use to develop a nation-wide digital library project, could be of interest to researchers all over the world.
POLICY ISSUES PERTAINING TO T HE DIGITAL LIBRARY PROJECTS
Use of technology and policies supporting the use of technology has been the main focus for Chinese digital library projects. With a variety of Internet-based technologies available, how these technologies could be used requires the right policies, especially national policies. in order to build digital library systems that are more suitable for Chinese users and more e¡ective for carrying out complicated on-line service tasks nationwide. Policy issues as a ¢rst priority need to be handled to cope with the complexity of developing the digital library infrastructure. Such issues include co-operation among related institutions or networks, project goals and adjectives, and standards and resource sharing. Problems the policies need to solve include development of electronic resources across networks, co-operative projects to associate technical capabilities, sharing of resources between information providers, and ways of bringing access to information to prospective communities.
Co-operation and Collaboration
Digital libraries in China are seen as the systematic engineering of cross-institutions, professions, disciplines and regional boundaries. The nature of joint e¡orts on digital libraries is widely recognized. The Government realizes the importance of digital libraries in serving the country's goals. The construction of the national digital library is prioritized as one important component of its new national information infrastructure. The operation of the system is in this structure: the China Digital Library Project Steering Committee (CDLPSC) is the highest administrative body which oversees, directs and co-ordinates the project: O⁄ce of the Project Construction deals with project operational tasks and daily activities; the Project Advising Committee acts as consultants by providing related suggestions and solutions to the CDLPSC; and the Expert Group is formed by experts from di¡erent professions and ¢elds providing suggestions, for construction and operational related decisions.
Co-operation and collaboration played a crucial role during origination and formation of the CDL-program. Collaborative research toward a digital library was studied when the CDL was initiated. The National Library of China is the backbone of the China Digital Library project. To build up an appropriate network for the project, the Department of Culture hired Microsoft's China O⁄ce as its consult. The CDL project is actually built with an infrastructure of combined collaborative e¡orts. One institution responsible for the collaborative e¡ort leads a number of related institutions is a model in developing digital library projects presently in China.
Collaboration between professionals (for instance, librarians. computer scientists. system designers, and communication experts) as well as the co-operation of crossing di¡erent types of libraries (for instance, public libraries, academic library, and special libraries) formed the China Digital Library project. The primary requirements for joining the national sharing program include: management services, communication methods or Internet document delivery methods, information services, service scope, advertisement and comical services.
Project Goal and Objectives
What purposes do Chinese digital libraries aim at and what services would the digital libraries provide? The functionality of a library in an electronic network environment was reconsidered. The Chinese digital library projects attempt to build up national sharing programs that could expand access and speed delivery of library materials through improved productivity electronic devices integrated with traditional library services. The goal of the China Digital Library program is to build up the largest and highest quality Chinese resource databases, to provide services not only to China but also the world through the nation's backbone networks and international principle technologies. 2 The project should meet the needs of programme technology groups in the areas of resource organization and description, and should be able to search over and index a large amount of digital objects rapidly and display the contents in both Chinese and English.
Constructing CDL was also intended, as described by Culture Minister Sun Jiazheng, to foster growth of the Chinese economy. ''The databases created during the construction of the national digital library will constitute important components of China's information infrastructure and help the development of the science, technology, culture, education, and publishing sectors. '' The objectives of the digital library include co-ordinating resources, establishing standards, and resolving problems such as intellectual property rights protection and use of domestic and foreign technology.
The CDL project intends to overcome related political, language, geographic, and technical obstacles through a variety of practical projects and agreements to unite libraries in providing information resources and services across the nation. China's Practical Digital Library project expended great amount of time in working on co-operation and collaboration issues, in order to link distributed digital libraries across the nation together via its own organized national information network. The library databases are expected to expand the huge volume of Chinese-language information to the world on the Internet.
The digital libraries are pushing a new information infrastructure in which information databases are interchangeable, information resources are interaccessible, information services are interoperable, and information technologies around the nation are interfered. Through the networks information services from di¡erent types and levels of libraries and information providers could be integrated and interfaced with the needs of users.
As information providing systems, the Chinese digital libraries provide opportunities for library services accessible from the Internet. The ¢rst aim lies in ensuring accessibility from the Internet and realizing the remote services to allow users from outside libraries to use the resources; the second aim lies in constructing the utilizable system for library services and providing services for not only the serving areas but also the outside.
Intellectual property laws and copyrights were considered when the digital libraries were initiated. A law-consulting group was formed with the expertise of attorneys to explore intellectual property issues within the new digital library environment. Intellectual properties of digitized materials were intended to e¡ectively be protected under the networking environment. The Intellectual Property Conference, held on 11th January 1999 by the Northern Transportation University's Library, China's Copy Right Protection Center, and Super Star Technological Company, focused on these countermeasures: putting digitized publications into local/regional networks, and restricting downloading and copying, for the purpose of protecting the rights of authors. The privacy and security under the networking environment for the users as well as the librarians were also discussed.
Resources Sharing and Collection Development
Priorities for sharing resources across di¡erent types and specialization in the CDL were given to establish collection development policies and the policies of related issues, such as the participant institution mission, goal and sharing responsibility. The resources sharing process was set up with consideration to network allowances, availabilities and capabilities. Traditionally, one of the biggest challenges among libraries has been to understand which institutions are willing to share their resources across borders. Barriers, which exist in the information £ow of China, are centered mostly on resource sharing among di¡erent types of libraries. Digital libraries provide a possibility that the individual library resource can be shared over a physical distance and geographical borders. CDL, the so called national sharing program, helps to facilitate this process by simplifying identi¢cation of those libraries and the materials they hold in the digital libraries by formalizing policies for digital library projects across the nation.
3 They are very excited to be able to provide this mechanism for national even global choice to library members.
Bibliographic database development has been a central task for CDL. The 31 databases currently covered in CDL are only the beginning. The project organizers are attempting to build CDL as a national digital library center, and have as many and as widely covered digital library branches possible to share participating library resources as a whole. CDL will be the largest database center for Chinese language resources in the world.
4
Ancient book-based collection databases are a specialty of CDL. Among the 31 databases currently stored and/or linked in CDL, more than 20 contain ancient collection information provided by participating provincial and city libraries. Some of these databases have full-text accessibilities. The macro plan on information resource construction for CDL is to build up a thesaurus of Chinese knowledge that contains 5000 years of Chinese history in all social, culture and economic aspects.
5 For now, however, cataloging and organizing Chinese on-line resources have not been listed in the plan.
The Chinese digital libraries constitute a new information system that integrate traditional library services such as reference services, and computer^human interface based services, such as full-text access and research. The new systems also combine conventional bibliographic databases with direct display and printing/downloading capabilities of primary information. Requirements for the convenience of users were considered in anticipation of an aggregate of web-based services.
Because it is easier to identify information resources on the digital library web-sites, blind requests for materials, and automated creation and tracking of requests for information inquiries become more convenient and e⁄cient. The national sharing program is planning to provide improved services to users through broader access to not only national but also global materials, higher interest ¢ll rates and faster document delivery methods. The program also plans to o¡er controlled costs through its service management, which streamlines the inter-library loan process by possibilities of permitting a lender to charge and a borrower to request materials via electronic search. 
TECHNOLOGICAL ISSUES PERTAINING TO T H E DIGITAL LIBRARY PROJECTS
A digital library is a complicated systematic engineering. It covers telecommunication infrastructure, computer hardware support systems, information retrieval, digital information processing, digital information storage, digital information exchange, digital information organization, and interface design from the technique perspective. More generally, a digital library should include the four dimensionalities: 7 community, it re£ects social, economic, political, legal and cultural issues; technology; service, it re£ects the functionality a¡orded by systems serving the community of users; and contents. It is widely recognized that digital information processing, storage, exchange, interface design, and information organization play an extremely crucial role for a digital library project, which will directly and greatly a¡ect the e¡ectiveness, availability, and accessibility. Our research will focus on the areas of technology and contents.
One of the primary aims for a digital library project is the digitalization, representation and connection from people to the digitalized information in di¡erent digital libraries. A digital library is based on a networking environment. It suggests that di¡erent systems, computers, information formats, and interfaces may be integrated. Towards this aim, standardization for information processing and organization is a necessary and e¡ective means. Standardization is the core of digital libraries to some extent.
Chinese digital libraries confront unique challenges due to Chinese information characteristics in addition to the issues we mention above. The uniqueness of Chinese information increases the complexity of Chinese digital libraries and greatly a¡ects digital information processing, storage, exchange, and organization. In other words, it penetrates all perspectives of the digital library projects.
Chinese information processing, interface design, data organization, their impacts on Chinese digital library project, as well as constructive suggestions for Chinese digital libraries are discussed in this paper.
Chinese information processing
Chinese characters, unlike English letters, are not alphabetic. Chinese characters are called ideographs. That is, in most of cases, a single Chinese character can independently represent a complete idea or item without expressing a particular word or phrase. A Chinese character is two-dimensional in terms of its structure rather than one-dimensional. It is very hard to ¢nd and de¢ne a common and standard element set for all Chinese characters like the 26 basic English letters. A national standard (GB 2312-80) de¢nes two levels for Chinese characters, including 6763 di¡erent Chinese characters and covering 99Á99% all Chinese information.
8 Another obvious characteristic is that there are no delimiting white spaces to identify a complete word in a sentence. It makes it di⁄cult to do computational studies such as Chinese linguistic analysis and machine translation.
Because of these characteristics and other historical reasons, Chinese character encoding is not only di⁄cult but also diverse. There are two basic Chinese encoding systems for Chinese characters, one is the GB format that was developed in mainland China and the other is the BIG 5 format that is popular in Taiwan. The length of a code for both systems is two bytes. Unfortunately, these two systems are not compatible. Note that Chinese information on either of the Chinese encoding systems is not readable if a computer is not supported by a Chinese operating system such as Twin Bridge, NJ Star, or Rich Win. Readability and accessibility are important criteria for digitized information. These factors de¢nitely produce negative impacts on the readability and accessibility of digitalized Chinese information. Recognizing these di⁄culties, people employ a simple approach for Chinese information storage and presentation. By using the image format, Chinese textual information can be stored and displayed as an image. It is pretty much like the PDF format. Since Chinese characters are no longer associated with any Chinese encoding systems, it is independent of any Chinese operating systems and achieves good compatibility among di¡erent computer systems. Another advantage is that this format is good for storage of original manuscripts, rare books, and other archives. However, the penalties are that it occupies more storage space, furthermore, the information is no longer editable and searchable. It would jeopardize the search functionality of information systems. For instance, it cannot provide users with proximity search in a full text context such as specifying two search words in a sentence, in a paragraph, in a ¢eld and so on. Some important keyword statistic data for a full document, which are useful for document content analysis, cannot be gotten from such an image ¢le format.
The UNICODE system is an e¡ective solution to the problem. UNI-CODE is a character encoding system for all of the world's characters. Of course, it includes the basic Chinese character set. It is designed to allow computer systems to exchange text information unambiguously. UNICODE provides a unique number for every character, no matter what the platform, program, or language. Besides each character's o⁄-cial character name and number, the UNICODE standard de¢nes other normative properties such as character type, combining class, (letter) case, (digit) value, bi-directional behavior, decomposition and provides additional information such as alias names, compatibility mapping, casing partner, sample glyph, and usage notes. The UNICODE system reserves more than 90,000 character spaces for Chinese characters. The new standard GB 18030 includes 27484 Chinese characters and is compatible with the UNICODE system. The UNICODE system is an ideal encoding system for Chinese information and therefore strongly recommended for all Chinese digital library projects. It is necessary to discuss the automatic segmentation of Chinese textual information. A procedure for identifying and specifying words in a full text is called automatic segmentation. After words in a document are identi¢ed, some of them are singled out as indexing terms of the document for later retrieval. Automatic segmentation for Chinese textual information is extremely di⁄cult due to the fact that there are no delimiters between two Chinese words. There are many methods or algorithms for the automatic segmentations.
10 Most of them are complicated. People look for alternative approaches to run around the problem. A single Chinese character indexing approach is one of them.
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It is very simple and practical approach for Chinese information indexing and has been applied widely. Each single Chinese character is extracted from a sentence and used as an indexing entry. In a search phase, related individual Chinese characters are in conjunction with one another to form a search word. Because most of the single Chinese characters are semantically meaningful, the approach is expected to achieve a better precision ratio for a search. The downsides of this approach are that it increases system response time and storage overheads (a word is generated when a search is initiated and each single character rather than a word has to be indexed) and it increases the possibility to get a high noise ratio for a search. It also a¡ects the way of a query. Since more users are familiar with word-based search and a DTD language like Dublin Core, which only contains keyword elements, the word-based index is recommended for a digital library project. In other words, the word-based indexing approach is easy for the document organization and follows international common rules though it requires the automatic segmentation supports.
Organization of digital information
Generally speaking, digitalization of Chinese information resources includes the following procedures: data identi¢cation and selection; data format determination and data input, content analysis and indexing; quality control; and metadata management or control. The metadata management or control is one of the core parts for the organization of digital information.
In 1996 the China National Library, working with the Computing Technique Research Institute at Beijing University, initiated a search project, ''The Application of SGML in Libraries'' and a pilot project ''Pilot Digital Library Project'' sponsored by the China Culture Ministry. 12 The research focused on developing a DTD (document type de¢nition) language, which is a speci¢c de¢nition that follows the rules of the Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML). A DTD is a speci¢cation that accompanies a document and identi¢es what the markup codes are that separate paragraphs, identify topic headings, and so forth and how each is to be processed. The China National Library has developed a demonstrative system that contains ¢ve digital information resources, Chinese ancient poetry, Chinese ancient architecture, Ocean world, and the Universe structures in 1999. The information resources are indexed by the DTD language and consist of text, image, and audio-video. The water print technique is applied to protect the copyright in the Chinese ancient poetry database.
Dublin Core (DC), a popular metadata format for Internet information resources control, is considered to be used in Chinese digital libraries.
13 Discussions are focused on developing a Chinese metadata format in conjunction with use of the DC elements, Title, Creator, Subject, Description, Publisher, Contributor, Date, Type, Format, Identi¢er, Source, Language, Relation, Coverage, and Rights. Note that when it is applied to Chinese information, possible Chinese character format (image format, GB, or BIG 5) should be identi¢ed in the element Format or Language.
Another concern for digital information control is conversion from the traditional document format MARC to a Web-based electronic information format like Dublin Core, or the compatibility between the two formats entering the networking environment. This issue is extremely important for data migration from traditional library databases to new digital library repositories. New development in USMARC may provide constructive and helpful experience for Chinese CNMARC development. The added Field 856 in the USMARC bibliographic and holding formats is used for electronic location and access and contains information needed to locate an Internet resource. In this ¢eld, a host name, ¢le path, ¢le name, password, logon/login, operating system, port, access method, ¢le transfer mode, ¢le size. Uniform Resource Locator, and other related information can be speci¢ed. It contains enough information to both locate the item and retrieve it. In addition, it has been used for linking to an electronic ¢nding aid. The ¢eld may be used in a bibliographic record for an object when that object or a subset of that object is available on the Internet. It also o¡ers a message to locate the object by the access method. The ¢eld allows for the on-line ¢le transfer, or logon to a library catalog. Unfortunately, there is no similar ¢eld in Chinese MARC CNMARC (GB-2901). Professionals in China should recognize the importance and develop the similar ¢eld in its CNMARC format. Integration of the Dublin core and CNMARC will be an important research topic of Chinese digital projects.
In summary, DTD should be capable of including the Dublin Core format and incorporating packages that use a non-SGML notation, such as the CNMARC format. CNMARC should add a new ¢eld to e¡ec-tively deal with increasing Web-based information resources.
Interface design Z 39Á50 ö ''Information Retrieval (Z39Á50); Application Service De¢ni-tion and Protocol Speci¢cation. ANSINISO Z39Á50^1995'' de¢nes a protocol which speci¢es data structures and data interchange rules within a networking environment. Z39Á50 allows a client system to access information resources on a remote server system. Reliable exchange of bibliographic information is possible even if the systems operate on di¡erent computing platforms and run software supplied by di¡erent vendors. The new version of Z39Á50 can apply not only to traditional bibliographic information formats but also to other data formats. Therefore Z39Á50 plays an important role in building a seamless information retrieval system among di¡erent library systems. A Z39Á50 based distribution system plays a fundamental role in many network interface designs.
However, China did not pay more attention to this important ¢eld until 1995.
14 Only about a dozen research papers in the professional journals address Z39Á50 and most of them are introductive. The Z39Á50 technique was implemented in about 10 academic libraries and public libraries in China. 15 The application of Z39Á50 is limited to bibliographic information.
In order to change the current situation, the related Chinese government agencies should set up a national protocol standard that is compatible with Z39Á50. Chinese information characteristics must be considered in the proposed standard. The development and implementation of Chinese Z39Á50 should employ a new technology and approach, for instance, using the popular XML (eXtensible Markup Language) language to develop new generation Z39Á50 applications. Large academic or research libraries should be forced into implement Z39Á50 protocol in their library systems.
CONCLUSIONS A N D SUGGESTIONS
As a high technology and emerging-growth library system, digital libraries in China are booming. These library super-highways are hosted in libraries, facilitated by leading communication and information technology companies, and sponsored by government or research/university institutions. With these library services on-line, the knowledge of 5000 years of Chinese culture could be accessed by users without the obstacles of geographical distances, di¡erent library communities, or even political boundaries.
The China Digital Library is a leader in the new information storage and retrieval systems. Here is the pattern: the National Library of China plays a central role: joined e¡orts from libraries, universities, research institutions, communication and computer or Internet based companies are collaborated with their specialization and perspectives. While public libraries usually have relatively su⁄cient ¢nancial support and possess rich information resources, university and research libraries have relatively strong research capacity and technical potential. The collaborative e¡orts are to work together for the new library generation. Formation of the information infrastructure has brought Chinese librarianship into a new era.
To catch up with the information technology level in advanced countries, the Chinese government attempts to use the project to build up a new national information infrastructure. Here is a successful experience, the central government uses its national in£uence as a leverage to coordinate di¡erent types of institutions and to launch national digital library plans. The political mechanism could be used to solve the national information £ow barriers and speed up the development of digital library projects in China.
Facing many challenges, con¢guration and construction of the Chinese digital libraries are still in the test trail. Issues listed by the China Digital Library committee as crucial are:
. Relation of centralized and decentralized systems: while digital library technical aspects need standardized agreements to avoid duplicate e¡orts, the digital libraries have to be distributed to have not only one center. . Multi-language display and browsing capabilities include use of cross-platform, component tool applications and UNICODE for better solutions. . Classi¢cation, index and access methods need to be uniformed and/ or standardized cross digital libraries in order for developing uniformed and user-friendly browsing/search applications.
. A scienti¢c management of information resource construction among digital libraries is strongly needed, which is more important than the technical aspects in some sense.
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Some suggestions on the development of the Chinese digital libraries may follow: 1) Technical components of a digital library should be broken down into several parts such as Chinese information processing, search engine, metadata management, interface design, textual information processing, image information processing, electronic information reservation, crossing language retrieval, multimedia information processing, intellectual information retrieval, and intellectual property protection. It is impossible for a single library or an institute to deal with all issues. A cost-e¡ective method is that a joint team comprising libraries of di¡erent types and institutions from related professions concentrates on a particular research issue, which is a subsystem of a digital project. A national digital library project steering committee is responsible for the co-ordination among the subsystems. 2) Digitalized information must be clearly identi¢ed, properly indexed, and well organized. Digitalization is not simply scanning information and storing information. It should be a value-added process. This problem is easily ignored at the early stage of a digital library project. It seems that the problem does not attract attention very much from the decision-makers of China Digital Library. 17 Developing e¡ective information organization approaches ¢tting the Networking environment should be one of the vital issues for digital libraries.
3) Internet resources produced at China's web-sites or relevant to China contain a variety of valuable information about China. These intellectual properties are important to China and should be purposively included in the digital libraries. However, we have not seen any plans for organizing and providing access to the Chinese electronic resources. There is no doubt that creating a searchable catalog of evaluated and selected links to quality resources from China will be an important task for the Chinese digital libraries. 4) User need and user group support were not critically studied.
Most digital libraries paid more attention to the resource organization and description. 
